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PROFILE

Your professional building company
operating across South Africa since
2015

With over 6 years in the building industry, EMOLE GROUP is a professional construction company based in
Polokwane, Limpopo. We are your Level 1 BEEE, 7CE (PE) and 6GB (PE) CIDB graded construction
company. We offer a full turn-key service from architectural plans to supervised projects, complete new
builds, renovations and additions.
Our team of artisans are highly skilled with years of experience. We pride ourselves on having clean sites
and completing each step of our projects to the highest standard. Driven by our commitment to
excellence, we go the extra mile to make sure clients are completely satisfied with our work.

Since its establishment in 2015, EMOLE GROUP has developed into a
specialised and respected provider of project management services to
various industries. We are one of South Africa’s leading construction
companies and have the capability to deliver a range of projects of any scale
to a multitude of clients in diverse markets.
This ambitious and well-respected construction company boasts technical
proficiency across all divisions, backed by decades of industry experience,
financial strength and common values which include and uncompromising
commitment to safety and quality.
With our stringent safety policy and other policies encompassing; social
responsibility, employment equity and affirmative action, equal
opportunity, commitment to skills development and the continued effort to
uplift our staff, EMOLE GROUP has gained the respect and trust of
stakeholders within the industry.
Since our inception we have managed to build a solid reputation based on
quality workmanship, sound management principles and the ability to
achieve stated goals. Construction is a peoples business and the credit for
the success of our company goes to the team of people that we employ –
who bring service excellence and expertise to the company.

About Us

Emole Group is a
combination of
experience and true skill

Our Services

Consulting

Exploration

We are passionate about developing
sustainable building, project
management and construction
solutions to South Africa.

Our exploration services involves
mapping, surveying the ground from
the surface or air based on the
clients needs.

Project Management
Project management means
different things to different people.
To us at EMOLE GROUP, it means
excellence.

Civil Engineering
Our client-centric approach, coupled
with our excellent work ethics has
placed EMOLE GROUP on a steady
growth trajectory through the
provision of construction solutions.
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Consulting Services
EMOLE GROUP is a multi-faceted South African construction company offering
a wide range of civil, construction, exploration, mining and project
management services to both local and international companies. We advise
mining and exploration companies on all mining disciplines and assist such
companies in undertaking new projects – from initial target generation stage
right through to final mine closure. We work in close co-operation with all our
clients providing them with services of professionals with impressive track
records, impeccable credibility and appropriate local and international
professional registrations.
We are, first and foremost, a consulting civil engineering project management
company. Our core business is to provide clients with independent solutions
to all matters arising in the fields of mining and building construction. Our
employees are members of the various regulatory bodies in South Africa which
exercise control over the standards of conduct for professional engineers.
EMOLE GROUP’s ability to provide services and advice from the project
inception stage, throughout the listing period, all the way to production and
mine closure makes us an exceptionally diversified construction company.
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Project Management
Services
Our cutting-edge technology, vast industry expertise and know-how ensures that
we are well-positioned to meet the needs of our clients. EMOLE GROUP has the
team and skills to do concept studies, extracting innovative and creative mining
and metallurgy solutions. This is extended into pre-feasibility and feasibility
studies for a wide spectrum of clients through partnering, joint ventures and
alliances.
With regards to engineering and project management, we share knowledge to
deliver the best-of breed business and technical solutions. EMOLE GROUP
represents the combination of skills and competencies that are required to serve
the mining and processing industry. We work closely with partners and associate
companies who have the skills and capacity to offer the required design and
construction support on a small to larger scale.

Engineering
Services
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Our range of capabilities and services
cover engineering and construction
activities throughout the built
environment. Our offering extends
across a wide scope of supply including
the construction of fixed infrastructure,
municipal services, mining & industrial
facilities and all structures and
buildings essential for the continued
development of the economies within
which it operates.

EMOLE GROUP’s multidisciplinary
capabilities span a broad range of sectors,
including:
§ Building
§ Building Earthworks & Geotechnical
§ Energy Generation
§ Industrial Plants, Oil & Gas
§ Mining & Mining Infrastructure
§ Transport Infrastructure (road and rail)
§ Water, Sanitation & Pipelines
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Exploration Services
We have built up a sound employee base and network of expertise to
manage the exploration programme professionally and efficiently. All
exploration programmes undertaken by EMOLE GROUP follow the strictest
statutory requirements to ensure compliant geological modelling and
mineral resource estimation for bankable feasibility studies.
We can, therefore, undertake the entire exploration programme from data
collection and compilation through to target generation and drilling. EMOLE
GROUP can commence involvement in certain stages of the exploration
process. Our team of experienced geologists are skilled in generating
exploration targets through the use of best practices, that will assist in
making it possible to find ore deposits in an easy, quick and cost-effective
manner.

Our Accreditation
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CIDB Grading
EMOLE GROUP is a large South African construction company, which
has a Grade 7CE rating from the South African Construction Industry
Development Board (CIDB), providing it with unlimited tender
capability. Furthermore, our broad spectrum of expertise means that
we have the capability and capacity to offer a single point
responsibility on multidisciplinary (infrastructure development)
projects, effectively removing the interface risk from the clients
domain.
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Certification and Memberships
A large majority of our employees are members of the
following bodies, which are recognised in South Africa:
§ Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA)
§ Project Management South Africa (PMSA)
§ Association of Project Management South Africa (APMSA)
§ Project Management Institute (PMI)
§ Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA)
§ B-BBEE Level 1 accreditation
§ NHBRC
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Health and Safety
We foster a safe working environment to enhance the
wellbeing of our employees and the communities
within our areas of operation. We have a stringent
commitment to improving health and safety
standards throughout our business operations.
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Environment

SHEQ
Management

EMOLE GROUP emphasises environmental awareness
in everything it does. We are keenly aware of the
impact our operations and projects may have on the
environment, and, as a result, we implement
programmes and policies to minimise adverse effects,
in particular focusing on construction methods and
materials that allow for a greener project construction
process.
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Quality
EMOLE GROUP is accredited and audited by industry
bodies, in line with industry standards and
requirements. We have implemented intensive
development and training programmes, in an effort to
constantly raise our performance, and set standards
at the level we consider in keeping with our approach
of delivering quality products to our clients.

Integrated services
Our ability to seamlessly mobilise across the company is an
asset integral to the EMOLE GROUP’s multidisciplinary nature.
We uphold the high levels of efficiency and service to our clients,
ensuring that we are on the cutting edge of technology.

Why
Choose Us

We are diverse
Our strength lies in our diversity, we have been very
successful in strategically positioning ourselves in the
construction industry with a portfolio of both conventional
and niche skills.

Local empowerment
EMOLE GROUP has significant experience in creating a
support and project infrastructure in the harshest
environments, where recruitment and up-skilling of local
communities is inevitably part of a project’s deliverables.

Contact Us :

4 Dorp Street Polokwane
Limpopo

www.emolegroup.co.za

+27 (15) 000 6010
+27 (83) 317 5783
+27 (64) 919 3049

admin@emolegroup.co.za

